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**Title: Loyola Life Plans Inc. vs ATR Professional Life Assurance Corporation (Philippine
Supreme Court, 2023)**

**Facts:**
The case involves two consolidated petitions filed by Loyola Life Plans, Inc. (“Loyola”) and
ATR Professional Life Assurance Corporation (“ATR”), respectively, each challenging the
decisions of the Court of Appeals (CA) regarding insurance claim disputes.

1. **The Contract:** On June 15, 1999, Loyola, a pre-need company, entered into a Group
Creditors  Life  Insurance Agreement  with  ATR,  covering pension and memorial  service
contracts for its planholders.
2. **The Policy:** Dwight Lumiqued purchased a Timeplan from Loyola on April 28, 2000,
paying the first monthly premium partly by checks and partly in cash. The policy included
death benefits.
3. **The Incident:** Dwight died on May 1, 2000. Upon his death, Angelita Lumiqued, his
widow, filed a claim for insurance benefits.
4. **ATR’s Denial:** ATR denied the claim, arguing the payment was incomplete as the cash
portion  was  deposited  posthumously,  and  alleging  Dwight’s  application  signature  was
forged.
5. **Lower Court Proceedings:** Loyola countered that the policy was in effect upon initial
payment, and that ATR’s forgery claim was unfounded. The Regional Trial Court (RTC) ruled
in favor of Loyola and Angelita, ordering ATR to pay P1,809,360.00 in actual damages and
additional moral and exemplary damages.
6. **CA Ruling:** The Court of Appeals affirmed the RTC’s decision but modified the award,
setting the liability at P992,000.00 and removing moral, exemplary damages, and attorney’s
fees.

**Issues:**
1. Whether Dwight’s signature was forged.
2. Whether an insurance contract was in effect upon partial payment of the premium.
3. Whether the cause of Dwight’s death was covered by the insurance.
4. Whether the benefits under Loyola’s Group Creditors Life Insurance and Group Yearly
Renewable Term Life applied to Dwight’s policy.
5. Whether the deletion of moral damages, exemplary damages, and attorney’s fees by the
CA was correct.

**Court’s Decision:**
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1. **Forgery Allegation:** The Court found that ATR did not sufficiently prove that Dwight’s
signature was forged, siding with evidence that the signature was genuine.
2. **Insurance Contract Validity:** The Supreme Court ruled that the insurance contract
became effective upon the initial payment to Loyola, regardless of when the cash portion
was deposited with ATR.
3. **Coverage of Dwight’s Death:** The Court determined that Dwight’s death was covered
under the policy as ATR failed to prove it was due to an excluded risk.
4. **Applicability of Benefits:** The Court held that Dwight’s plan was entitled to the full
benefits under the Group Creditors Life Insurance and Group Yearly Renewable Term Life
policies.
5. **Moral and Exemplary Damages:** The Supreme Court reinstated moral and exemplary
damages and attorney’s fees, criticizing ATR’s baseless denial of the claim and bad faith
litigation tactics.

**Doctrine:**
The Supreme Court reiterated that in insurance law, when a pre-need company acts as an
agent for the insurer, payments made to the agent are deemed payments to the insurer.
Additionally,  ambiguities  in  insurance  contracts  (contracts  of  adhesion)  are  construed
against the insurer.

**Class Notes:**
Key legal principles:
1. **Agency in Insurance:** Payment to an agent is equivalent to payment to the principal
insurer.
2. **Effectivity of Insurance Contracts:** An insurance contract becomes effective upon the
initial payment of the premium, not necessarily upon the insurer’s receipt of payment.
3.  **Interpretation  of  Ambiguities:**  In  contracts  of  adhesion  like  insurance  policies,
ambiguities are resolved against the drafter (insurer).
4. **Bad Faith in Insurance Claims:** Insurers denying claims without a valid basis may be
liable for moral and exemplary damages, alongside the principal claim.

**Historical Background:**
The case emphasizes the protective legal framework around insurance claimants in the
Philippines, ensuring that insurers cannot unduly deny claims or alter the terms of the
insurance  coverage  post-incident.  It  underscores  the  judiciary’s  role  in  interpreting
contractual ambiguities in favor of the insured, especially when facing power imbalances
between large insurers and individual claimants.


